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THE END OF A GREAT POWER-HOUSE

Part 5, By Riley Hansard Crabb 
Based on Van Rijckenborgh’s 

"Light Over Tibet"

In the conclusion of Chapter 2, the Dutch Rosicrucian refers to 
the evil "earthly” magic, or the "nature" magic of the Tibetan Lamas 
and other organized priesthoods, such as the Jesuits of the Roman 
Catholic Church, the Sanhedrin of the Jews, secret lodges in the Mo- 
hammedan religion. In our Kabalistic studies we call this Pagan magic, 
the power of the Green Ray of Nature. When a human being learns how 
to manipulate the powerful forces of the earth, but without the leav- 
ening love and compassinn of his Higher Self, lock out! Let us con- 
tinue with Van Rijckenborgh’s penetrating analysis of Tibetan Lamaism:

"Now we are going to deal exclusively with the subject of earthly 
magic, natural magic. In brief, it has the following aims:

1. Maintenance of this ungodly earthly nature;
2. A cultivation of this nature.

"Why does this magic adhere to the abow aims with all it is and 
possesses? Because it consists and exists out of the sevenfold connec- 
ting steps, the seven aggregate States of transmutation of force into 
matter of this dialectic nature. (Involution. RHC.) A man who becomes 
a criminal must continue his criminal activities in Order to escape 
the consequences. This also is a kind of chain reaction: one deed ne- 
cessitates the next one. When a man lives in ignorance and, quite un- 
consciously is chained to the wheel of unholiness (the pagan or native 
living in a primitive, natural environment. RHC.), then there can be 
applied a mercy, a compassion and a helping love. But when a man has 
acquired magic knowledge; when he has learned the sevenfold, alchemis- 
tic, natural process and knows how to get to the bottom of its secrets, 
and then uses this knowledge for the maintenance of nature. then such 
a man bürdens himself with an immense responsibility. He violates, 
crosses and sabotages the redemption efforts of the Divine Brotherhood, 
whose destiny it is to bring fallen mankind back into the lost homeland, 
the Kingdom of God."

By "maintenance of nature” I believe Van Rijckenborgh means that 
the priest-magician is trying to keep things as they are — or as they 
werej Thus he works against the stream of evolution rather than with 
it — what we call the crystallization of the extreme right. When a 
civilized man or vornan — Oriental or Caucasian —■ consciously and 
willfully turns to the unprincipled Pagan magic of the childhood of 
the race, he or she has entered the Left Hand Fath of Black Magie, 

"Moreover, such a man bürdens himself with a great guilt because 
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because the essence of ’dialectics,s the character of the world in which 
we then have our being, means self-assertion at the expense of others. 
This is the destiny of this world-order. For this reason the natural 
magician spasmodically sticks to this ofejective. As the attainment 
of his objective is derived from self-assertion. he drags millions of 
men along in his unholy work,

"Therefore, listenj A highly Mialectic* brotherhood has concen- 
trated on the Tibetan plateau. This brotherhood possesses thousands 
of Centers (monasteries), which it has erected, and millions of priests 
are celebrating and performing its magic rites. This brotherhood acts 
according to a mighty plan and exercises its influence even in the most 
remote hiding places of the world. It is well versed as to all the 
happenings in this world; nothing escapes its attention.”

Remember our quote of Dr. Andri ja Puharich, from his Tntroduction 
to "Beyond Telepathy”, in the May-June Journal? ”The nature of the 
individual mind is such that potentially every nook and cranny of the 
world can be reflected in it, and there are ways and means to experi
ence this.” So far as we know now, all efforts to Support Dr. Puharich 
with Federal funds in his ESP research work have been blocked in Con- 
gress. It is likely that the majority of the conservative Congressmen 
who consistently block this forward movement are of one religious faith, 
and it isn’t BuddhismJ What Dr. Puharich didnjt say in his Introduction 
to "Beyond Telepathy” is that there are already certain organized 
groups in the world who are using Telepathy for their own selfish ends. 
Naturally these powerful groups are not going to encourage research in 
an area which is bound to expose them and their secret operations. Pu
harich analyses and discusses some of this magic in Chapter 12 of his 
book, titled "Yoga, the Psychology of Autonomy for the Nuclear Mobile 
Center of Consciousness”. The good doctor speaks from experience. He 
was initiated into pagan magic several years ago in Hawaii, by David 
"Daddy” Bray.

BE IE NOT DISMAYED, GOD IS NOT MOCKED
”In this mighty activity, however (Tibetan Lamaism), there exists 

one fundamental weak point, namely, that it cannot accomplish anything 
against the loving work of the Johannine Brotherhood, against the man- 
tfic songs of the Order of the Lohans. Whoever Stands in the Light of 
this Brotherhood is unassailable. He who wants to find this Light, 
goes the way of victory. The Johannine Brotherhood withdraws from all 
the bustle of the world.:

1. because it takes no revenge;
2. because it engages in no struggle whatever;
3. because itstasks will not be completed, until 

the last man who can be saved is actually 
in security.

«We weite about this not in order to impose upon you a feeling of 
being alarmed, but Standing in the radiant fortress of Christ, we wish 
to explain how you may experience freedom, when breathing in the power- 
field of the Lohans in understanding and readiness.” (To be Cont.)
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LORD BALFOUR *S ASTONISHING BSP 
PROPHECY FOR AMERICA

ON ABC-TV

By Anne Dooley
In London "Psychic News”

Under the astonished gaze of an American television team, Gerald
ine Cummins, world-famous automatist, last week (Jan. 15, 1966) trän- 
quilly triumphed in a historic "test” demonstration of her psychic 
powers, carried out under seemingly impossible conditions.

It was done in her London home while holding a letter signed by 
W.H, Salter, Veteran researcher and former secretary of the Society 
for Psychical Research. This was handed to her only 10 minutes earlier. 
The frail 75-year-old medium, oblivious to the glare of arc ligbts and 
the whirr of TV Cameras, achieved a remarkable 45-minute communication 
from Gerald W. Balfour (2nd Earl of Balfour). He passed in 1944 at the 
age of 90.

Lord Balfour sacrificed a brilliant political career to become a 
dedicated researcher. He was famed for his part in editing the unique 
SPR cross-correspondence experiment. Now, through Geraldine he gave a 
spirit message to the American people which included this sensational 
prophecy: "So successful will the Americans be in their psychic re- 
search that within 25 years they will have apparatus through which they 
can as easily talk to their dead as turn on their television sets.”

The test was arranged by Susan Garfield, 27-year-old New York 
associate producer for the American Broadcasting Corporation News De
partment (Documentary Unit), It will be shown to American viewers in 
a one-hour film record of ESP and psychic research now being prepared. 
Salter*s Brief letter was requested by Miss Garfield when she earlier 
interviewed him at his Newport (Essex) home. It was addressed to Ger
aldine ?s Greek spirit guide, Astor. The text included a veiled refer- 
ence to Saiter*s role in initiating the 1957 experiment which led to 
the publication in ”Swan on a Black Sea” of the lauded Cummins-Willett 
scripts, The letter read:

”Dear Astor -- you have more than once been so kind as to exercise 
your powers at my request. When you did so for Major Tennant, as de- 
scribed in a recent book, you made my name famous in old age. Do you 
think that once again you could do me a favour for something evidential?’

I was the sole British witness privileged to see the sequel. I 
can testify that within a minute or so of the cameras going into ac- 
tion the Other-Side response was expressed through the pen of the ab- 
sorbed medium. It came in characters markedly different from her nor
mal handwriting, flowing ceaselessly as page after page of script lit- 
tered the small, gate-legged oak table.
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USA WILL DTSCOVER THE NEW WORLD
Announcing himself as Gerald Balfour, the communicator huraorously 

greeted his former research colleague as ”01d Comrade, W.H. , I appre- 
ciate your alliance with the USA,” Then he referred to his own 30-year 
association with the famed cross-correspondence experiment. Balfour 
described it as having "proved beyond scientific doubt that we human 
beings in part survived death. Our minds continue, are in certain 
cases immortal, and our bodies have become dust and ashes."

The commnnication continued: ”1 am now most .-r to rouse up 
the Americans and our loyal allies and comrades. I believe that if 
they will study psychic research they can, with their great ability, - 
change the outlook of mankind generally.” Their discoveries in exper
imental work on psychic research, he wrote, would benefit mankind gen
erally. Their effect on religion and morals would cause a far happier 
outlook than had been achieved by inventors of marvellous machines,

”1 venture therefore now to prophesy, in this my message to the 
American nation, that eventually your thinkers will forge ahead in- 
vestigating psychic research and poor old England will take a back 
seat, Forgxve me, dear W.H., for dwelling on this issue. The USA 
will discover the New World. It will be the supernal world in which 
the dead live on and, according to their measure and character, find 
either their peace o little hells.

"Meantime, I, the ancient investigator of psychic research on 
earth up to nearly the age of 90, send warm greetings to these new 
film makers present today. I urge them to continue this. As I fore- 
see it, the USA Christopher Columbus discovered will lead human thought 
through their discovery of the vast next world of the dead who are all 
living. So successful will the Americans be in their psychic research 
that within 25 years they will have apparatus through they can as easily 
talk to their dead as turn on their television sets, Hail, but not 
farewell, to you all in USA, the country of the future that will mostly 
save the world through the truths it obtains by pioneer work in psy
chic research.

"Warm greetings to you members of a very great nation from your 
admirer, the old psychic researcher in his lifetime, Gerald Balfour, 
and with him my elder brother, Arthur Balfour.” A.J, Balfour (Ist 
Earl) became a Liberal Prime Minister.

Throughout this memorable two-worlds Session, apart from occas- - 
ional whispered instructions from producer to cameramen regarding pan- 
ned shots and close-ups, the silence remained unbroken. Finally, the 
medium relinquished her pen, took off her glasses and leaned back in 
her chair, flashing a shy smile at her fellow-experimenters. As she 
collected the scattered sheets the young producer remarked to a nearby ■ 
cameraman, ’*Wonderful, marvellous.”

Later, as we chatted at lunch in the interval which preceded a 
further Session under the arc lights with Miss Cummins, Susan Garfield • 
gave me details about the programme. It will include a filmed inter- ' 
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view with Rosalind Heywood, well-known psychic researcher, which re- 
counts her impressive psychic experiences. Miss Garfield has also in- 
terviewed Dr. Milan Ryzl, famous Czech researcher in Prague.

NOTHING EVIDENTIAL FROM LORD BALFOUR
She revealed that though this is her first psychic documentary 

she has been interested in the subject for some years. Miss Garfield 
stressed that her documentary was concerned with "ESP and psychic re- 
search. It is not about Spiritualism." With almost nervous insis- 
tence she emphasised that she became interested in filming a "medium 
like Miss Cummins," because she had "achieved a great deal of ESP with 
the living."

She added: "I wanted to show a very talented sensitive at work 
doing what she says she does." Asked for her view of the morning’s 
Balfour "communication" she cautiously replied? "There is nothing evi
dential in the script, but it is real automatic writing. I will vouch 
for that."

We must, of course, await time’s verdict upon the spirit predic- 
tion« But I do not share Miss Garfield’s view that the striking Bal
four script can be explained away by mere use of the blanket research 
term of extra-sensory-perception. A pointer to the evidential nature 
of the script lies in the very fact that, to Britain’s shame, it has 
been left to the commendable initiative of a New York television team 
to record for posterity a filming of Geraldine Cummins’ renowned med- 
iumship-in-action. In this notable inStance the Americans have alrea- 
dy snatched a most notable lead. . .

* # %
LEADERS TRAINED IN THE "INNER WISDOM"

"Of course, as long as man is in the physical body there can never 
be complete peace on earth," said the Yada di Shi’ite, "for a long as 
man’s actions are governed by his desire to own something, so mich 
more than is necessary, at the expense of another, there will never 
be real peace» It is through such persons as Chiang Kai Shek, who has 
no real love for his fellowman, that Communism has been able to find 
a profitable breeding-ground on the mainland of China. His kind have 
led man to chaos and destruction.

"There shall have to be men placed in government positions that 
have training in the inner wisdom of life if the world is to rightfully 
progress and if man is ever to reap his true heritage of Light. . . 
Within a few years now, you will see in the world great strides made 
in the field of what is called mind. When one shows oneself to be 
sensitive to these co-called higher vibrations, he or she will be ta
ken and trained. They will be encouraged quietly and calmly, with no 
emotionalism — in fact, with no ’ism’ — for communication between 
the planes is not to be taken as an ’ism* or a religion. It is a 
science -- the greatest science that man has,". * " (March 6, 1951)

From BSRA 10-P, Part II of the Previously Unpublished Seances, 
46 pages, mimeo, available now from BSRA Hdq for $1.25. ......
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BIRTH OF AN AQUARIAN ACE INITIATE

By Riley Hansard Crabb

•’There shall have to be men placed in government positions that 
have training in the inner wisdom of life if the world is to rightfully 
progress, and if man is ever to reap his true heritage of Light.”

Thus said the Yada di Shi’ite in 1951 through Mark Probert and we 
can hope that by now many of these Initiates have taken birth. If 
the Aquarian Age is to fulfill its promise to mankind, old, advanced 
souls must be preparing now to take positions of power and responsibil- 
ity in the leading nations of the earth. Some of them will have tateqn 
the Path in previous lives. For them, recapitulation of their previous 
esoteric studies and training will come quickly, fortunately fcrr us; 
and their Power, Wisdom and Love will balance the warlike tendencies 
of the billions of younger souls on the planet, leading the Creative 
energies into more constructive channels.

The presence of one such advanced soul in this area of Southern 
California was brought to our attention last winter. It was while Mrs. 
Crabb and I were teaching a dass in esoteric Science in Escondido, 
California. We touched very vriefly on ”The Esoteric Philosophy of 
Love and Marriage”, from the book of that title by Dion Fortune (Aquar
ian Press, 30 Denison House, 296 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1, En
gland. $2,00 or 10s 6d). From Chapter XXI on the attitude of the par- 
ents toward the child we read the following to the dass:

”If two people wish to call into incarnation a soul that is worthy 
of the Services they are prepared to render it as parents, and who, 
this boon having been granted, are prepared to stand aside selflessly 
so that that soul, having attained adulthood, may be free to serve the 
world unfettered by the bonds of a personal love drawn too close, then 
they should preface union by meditation upon the highe st ideals they 
can conceive. They should maintain this meditation through union with- 
out permitting the mind to drop to the experience of physical Sensation 
to the exclusion of all other consciousness.”

Naturally, the soul that awaits incarnation from some abstract 
mental level is going to be considerably different from the soul that 
is looking for a door to the physical from the Lower Astral!

”Through the vortex thus opened souls of a very lofty character 
can come into incarnation, but parents must remember that souls so con- 
ceived will never ’belong* to them in the way that children of a more 
personal union belong to the family into which they come. Swans make 
ugly ducklings, and the greater the soul that so incarnates the greater 
the demands it will make upon those who nurture it. Different stan- ' 
dards, different ideals, different ways of life, and even different 
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conditions of physical health, will make great demands upon the wisdom 
and forbearance of thase who essay such a task.”

Those of you who have been parents of several children know from 
experience how startlingly different are the demands and needs of each 
child. Here Dion Fortune is sayigg that to deliberately.oped the door 
of birth to an advanced soul of great intellect, artistic sensitivity, 
high ideals and powerful drives is a heavy bürden indeed.

YOU ASKED FOR IT
°Together with the knowledge that makes these first Steps in oc- 

cultism available for the generality of mankind, the warning must be 
given that such an undertaking is no light bürden, and that great 
qualities of mind and character are necessary for its successful com- 
pletion. Should the character (of the parents, RHC) be uneven in its 
development, so that, although it can envisage great ideals, the lower 
nature is still strong enough to turn it from its course, then the 
discipline that will surround it will prove hard and exacting; for the 
lower will be sacrificed to the higher, the parent to the child, if 
there should be a conflict of Interest between the two. If, however, 
the parents prove worthy of the trust placed in them, they will find 
that the path from the higher planes whereby their child came to them 
Stands open for their own advancement.”

At the time I read the above quotations to the Escondido dass I 
wasn*t aware that one of the members, Mrs. Amelia Lindblad, had made 
such an effort, and with the understanding, approval and Cooperation 
of her husband apparently had succeeded! Now, with the little boy at 
about two-and-a-half years, she was becoming more fully aware of the 
dimensions of the responsibility.

She had become interested in the teachings of one of the physical 
plane preparatory schools, the AMORC Rosicrucians, several years ear- 
lier through her mother. For those women members still in the child- 
bearing years, AMORC offers a series of studies to those women who 
want to consciously improve the race. The purpose is to deliberately 
create conditions of love and harmony, beauty and higher aspiration 
which will encourage an advanced member of the human race to seek re- 
birth in that home. Such a soul has earned the right to these helpful 
conditions because of previous Service. Mrs. Lindblad already had two 
normal children, a boy and a girl, when she blithely entered on this 
course of cnnscions preparation for — a genius? An Adept? A Savior? 
Who knows?

”1 took the Pre-natal Course of the Child Culture Institute,” 
she told me afterward. "We were taught the use of Logic and Analysis, 
truthfulness, a love of Nature and the practice of hygenic habits 
along with a love of water. We were encouraged to develop non-sectar- 
ian God-consciousness and the use of Creative Will Power, laturally 
this meant self-discipline and the development of regulär habit pat- 
terns. Another important thing was to learn to correct and eure the 
cause of pain, rather than to dull it with drugs.”
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"What about childbirth itself?" I asked.

"Natural childbirth was encouraged," she replied, "but aside from 
suggestions, all the physical care was left to the physician.”

"Did you have any Instruction on meditation?"

"We vzere asked to build picture images of our ideal child, his or 
her appearance, talents, characteristics. We were told that the ex- 
tent and type of preparation rcade for the child throughout the pre- 
natal months would deterraine the soul-personality that would be 
attracted."

TODAY»S DREAM OF THE FUTURE
"One Statement from the lesson text said: 5The child which you 

are now preparing is one of the workers on whoa todayfs dream of an 
ideal future is depending for materialization.• Another one was: 
’Think of your child as being a part of the great space above the earth 
Out of the clouds and the stardust, and out of the distant lights, 
will coine to you a segment that will be a joy and blessing from the 
Cosmos«

"This is using your Creative Will and Imagination, isn*t it?"

"Yes. I found this course so cleverly constructed that when it 
was finished I had not only created a firm image of the child-soul I 
desired but had completely changed and improved my own life. The 
spiritual and emotional program was carefully balanced with intensive 
physical care. Food values were studied, weight controlled and proper 
exe reise taken.

"In order to add to the peace and harmony in the home the two ol
der children were taught to understand all phases of the pregnancy 
and encouraged to look forward to the baby. When the time came, AMORC 
was petitioned by a telegram carrying a pre-arranged message. Birth 
was normal and easy. I heard my baby*s first cry and held him in my._ 
arms~within minutes. From the first moment he was easy to handle — 
never any colic — slept well at the right times — almost never cried 
— ate well — trained easily — travelled endlessly and beautifully 
•—- sociable and good-natured."

"It is said that sometimes a mother picks up visions fnam the 
consciousness of the soul for whom she is about to supply a baby body," 
I suggested, "did you have any premonitory dreams or ideas from this 
little boy?"

For answer she brought to the next dass some typewritten notes 
of ideas that had come to her unasked during the labor of delivery:

"?How pretty she looks" he thought as he wandered aimlessly about the 
room. Even lying there on the bed, her body swollen by her unborn 
child, she was lovely in every way. He feit deeply attracted to her. 
It was this stränge feeling of a bond that had brought him here in the 
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first place. He noticed her face cloud with the start of another pain. 
Knowing of no other way to soothe her, he allowed the haraony and love 
of Ms being to settle about her»

"Even as he first touched her the frown disappeared. From the 
depth of her labor, a tiny smile found its way to her lips, He sensed 
she was in great pain thsugh he had never personally experienced it. 
He was glad he had been able to ease it for w/.

"He wondered what eise he was supposed to accomplish. Not that 
he generally questioned the things he feit impelled to do, but this 
was different. This hovering by the woman’s bedside seemed without 
purpose, yet there was always some mission to be fulfilled in these 
contacts. While he was grateful to bring her some peace in her anguish 
he knew instinctively this was not his only reason for being here. Ä 
little corner of his intelligence nagged at him, reminding him that 
others who had been directed to tasks such as this were still absent. 
He broke rhythm momentarily and thought, ’Can this be fear?1 Here was 
another thing he didn’t know about.

"Not that he wanted any part of these human frailities. There 
were plenty of things he did know; things of which others only dreamed. 
His was a perfect existence, complete, free, and rewarding in every 
way. Thinking of all the happy, interesting things he could be doing, 
he started to drift away.

"Immediately there was a definite pull from the bed. He did not 
refuse it. Patiently he returned to watching the suffering woman. He 
really wanted to leave now, but his training and the woman’s need 
wouldn’t let him. Again he feit the pull. This time it was strenger 
and more direct. He moved closer. Instantly he wished he hadn’t. 
His entire seif feit restricted and confined. It was suffocating. He 
struggled desperately to regain his natural lightness and freedom.

"For a moment he thought he was on his way, then the pulligg re~ 
sumed. This time there was no Holding back. He feit himself more and 
more intimately drawn to the woman. He was fleetingly glad that she 
was welcoming him — that the rhythm of her being was soothed and com- 
forting to his own now-tortured beat -- then nothing.

"The woman looked tenderly at her tiny son as she held him in her 
arms and thought, ’So this is birth,1

"Imprisoned deep within the bruised and weary body of the infant, 
the once free soul thought, ’So this is deathf*"

A NATURAL TELEPATHIST
Mrs. Lindblad told us that at 2-| years li’tlc Hirt was just be- 

ginning to realize the need to talk, for communication.

"He comes and Stands silently in front of me," she said« "It was 
some time before I began to realize he was trying to impress on my 
mind what he wanted« I guess that in the world he came from, talk.
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wasn’t necessary.”

r‘If he’s that strong ainded,” I observed, “he probably wants to < 
dominate the household now and have everything his way. Bo you di sei- 
pline him?" . . z v /? 3?V ; j-y “V

t!0h, yes,” she replied positively. "When he*s naughty he gets 
his spankings just like the othersJ"
LIVING DANGEROÜSL¥ : ; W \ r7 • ?S, ; rj ; •

Anyone who takes up the stddy of Esoteric Wisdom and follows it ' 
as a way of life, finds that it requires a certain anount of indepen- 
dence, a penetrating quality of mind and even raw courage at tiraes. 
It is no small thing to break free from the mass and thrust out into 
the black void of the Cosmos, looking for Light.

We had an indication of some of this quality in Mrs. Lindblad
when she showed up for dass in 'blue jeans, boots and jacket one raw
and windy night. . . ■ - ' • - zji v3yv3"3?“3^

“liy Husband wasn’t home with the truck. The car was up for re-
pairs. I didn’t want to miss dass; so I came on our Honda motor-
cycle.P ■ <z ■ ■ w : ' 7 <7--'j •' “HM ?

Another member of the dass, Mrs. Mildred Downer, has a grown 
daughter living up near Los Angeles who is a capable astrologer. Mrs. 
bowner suggested sending little Kirt Paul Lindblad’s birth date and 
hour to her daughter for a natal horoscope. Mrs, Lindblad agreed, 
At the next dass we had three pages of interesting Information on 
this voung Viking/;of the Mind. Here is some of it:

"This is indeed an unusual chart and this child will have quite 
a remarkable life, though not without its problems, to be sure. . , 
He will be of average height, round face, full cheeks, short nose, 
light cosplexion, wide ehest, small hands and feet. His nature is 
basically quiet, cautious, discrininating, prudent and practical. He 
will be economical, alraost frugal, good natured, friendly, warm heart- 
ed, demonstrative and sociable. He has a good deal of patience and - 
persisten.ee, is positive, self-confident and enterprising. He is ex- 
tremcly resourceful. and able to cope with the greatest difficulties 
that may come to him. He is diplonatic, subtle and tactful. There 
is also good manual dexterity and coordination.”

Al ready we have indi cati ons of an old or advanced soul,. but what 
follows pointS to one who is far, far along the Path, an Initiate cer- 
tainly, perhaps an Adept«

"The mind is, to say the least, unconventional. His ideas are 
explosive, original, inventive, progressive far beyond his time, But 
fortunately there is Organisation and System in this mind so that the 
forces will not be scattered. When a course of action has been decr- 
ded upon, it is followed with much original!ty, independence and de- 
termination, which is difficu.lt to thwart or turn, aside, He has the
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power to overcome obstacles that would ce'^r "he average person. He ■ 
has the capacity for deep and profound stu d there will be learn--
ing, accomplishments and progress for him through research, travel, in- 
vestigations, explorations and writings. He will excell at ahything 
that challenges his intellectual Interest as he likes to dig into thing 
and find out the answers for himself* He is not content to believe 
everything he reads in books or hears from one authority; He will per- 
snaally delve into many subjects ~~ philosophy, religion» art, science, 
and literature. He is very impressionable and has a fear of ridicule 
or criticism — is easily encouasaged by kindness.

s’He lovew harmony in all things and strxves to sarround himself 
with harmonious people and environment» There is a great love of beau- 
tiful scenery, music, art, poetry, drama, opera and all cultural amuse- 
ments, clothes and other refined influences.”

SO DESPSRATEEI 1EEDED, THE PRACTICA! MISTIC»
°To get back to this very progressive mind, he is a ’practical 

dreamer*. .He will put his dreams and ideas to work, one reason being 
that he is ambitious. He has the ability to work hard and accomplish 
a great deal in this life» He usually enters into projects with an 
intensity of purpose — his aotto being *produce results’. He is very 
curious and has an excellent memory. He has a fondness for hazardous 
enterprises and will be inclined to take many chances which threaten 
physical danger; however, since this chart shows a long life, there is 
not auch need to worry, He is also very fond of sports and has mech- 
anical ability.”

We would expect that an Initiate, with many lives on the Path be
händ would be karmically clean by this time and there are indications 
of it in this chart.

"Regarding the health, the Constitution is not particularly strong 
recuperative powers not great. However, the health will not be any big 
problem in the life. . . Careful attention should be paid to the correct 
diet throughout the life. He should guard acainst excesses of all 
kinds. . . There is fortunate heredity indicated here. Gain and bene
fit through the parents, home aftd'domestic life, also an inheritance, .

"Let me point out at this time that I have never seen a chart 
which so clearly and strengly indicates psychic abilities. He will be 
attracted to the Investigation and study of all types of occult, mys- 
tical, ancient er unpopulär studies (like the Kabala?), social and ■ 
mental reforms. This will also include metaphysics, mental healing, 
new thought, etc. . . He will have success in the development of any 
occult faculty as there is ability shown for clairvoyance, clairaudi- 
ence, telepathy and mental and magnetic healing. Inspirational ideas 
will present themselves and also marvelous psychic experiences.

”Lest you assume all of the above will have a totally ?goodf ef- 
fect on him, let me point out that there are also negative äspects 
involved which go hand in hand with this power he possesses. There ' 
will be weird feelings, distressing psychic condirrcrs, which are im- 
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possible to exclude when one is in direct Couch with the spiritual 
world» But there is definitely success indxcated through following 
these Interests and gifts and they will play a large part in the life.”

Here could be one possible source of conflict between the boy and 
his parents, his psychic visions and experiences, if the father and 
mother were not well grounded in occult Science. Only this will give 
them an intelligent understanding of the Invisible forces and influ- 
ences, for good or evil, at work in their son.

AN AQUARIAN AGE CRUSADER
iS. . . The greatest success will cone in the latter half of the 

life. There is a certain degree of fame indicated which will come in 
connection with the occupation; a great rise in life, honors, favor 
of supericrs, social and financial success. Money does not play a 
particularly important role in this life. . . But I feel the strängest 
direction lies in the field of religion (definitely not in the ortho
dox sense, however), philosophy, or psychic research. His views will 
not coincide with the estabilshed Order. This is a real nioneer« He .... mm ■nun imii —n n—» Iiwu 'lumi w ■—i w in« < 

could be a kind of teacher in these fields. There is also, interest- 
ingly, an i ricli nation for acting. Bur this ability can readily be put 
to use in teaching, speaking, etc. and give him the power of persua- 
sion which he will most certainly need for his ’crusade*. I use that 
werd purposely because he can easily beccme almost fanatical in his be- 
üefs and efforts to make them understood and accepted. He can even 
üss this private world* of his as an escape from the narrow, harsh 
and often depracating outer world. In a^y event he will come before 
the public in some capacity through the talents. Populär!ty will be 
attained and earned, but also, as with most of those whose lives are 
rather public, some scandal and criticism,”

If I mistake not, we have here a natal horoscope which could fit 
soae of the Prophets of the Old Testament, as well as some of the great 
religious reformers and philosopher-scientists of later times, Plato, 
Pythagoras, who pioneered fundamental changes in human thought. As I 
read the above paragraph I could not help but think of the work of 
Sir Francis Bacon in the 16tii Century, another philosophical crusader 
and leading Light in our Vestern Mystery Tradition.

, The love nature is a problen, There are unaccountable at- 
tractions and aversions, curious feelings, impressions and also inspir- 
ationsin regard to the opposite sex, There will be impulsive attrac- 
tions and many will be unfortunate. 'Nomen can take advantage of him 
so easily« He can be extremely passionate and actually blinded where 
the love nature is involved. There is danger of sexual excesses and • 
physical problems resulting from over-indulgence. There is one marri- 
age shown on this chart. There may be one child, but even that is 
doubtful. His ’children* will be the creations of the mind and Imagin
ation as that is where his greatest Interest lies and where he will 
place most of his energies. He should NEVER gamble or engage in any 
risky speculations of any kind« . . This is a warning that there is 
no luck of this tvoe in the chart.1' 1JMK IWgCl & & Joyce l, Xuun
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By Philip Friedman

Just prior to the Ril^y-Judy takeover of BSRAs I visited Meade 
Layne, who seemed to be about ninety, but plcnty alert, Dividing his 
attention between me and telling his wife what groceries to buy, and 
between interruptions with the secretary, we got nowhere fast discus- 
sing his wo rld-shaking 4~D (fourth dimension). I tried to point out 
that 4-D was a zero dimension, meddling the mede laue from bne form of 
life to another.

Where can. I get some material on zero?” he asked.

Riley Crabb can find zero when he reaches for his Ain Soph, the 
man on top of his favorite Quabala to quibble with, but any object or 
subject that one touches, teaches the same Basic cosmogony of this 
elementary science.

Life begins at zero» Bewarel Where life begins, there death is, 
an end from which to begin. So IF any one would enjoy and/or suffer to 
live again, let him be fool enough to know how to wisely die. Svery 
lIFe has a big IF in it. The zero card in the Tarot is the Fool, the 
card that is more powerful than all the other cards put together.

Jesus, the Christ, was also referred 
to as the Fool, the Joker in the deck; 
and the joke is that every teanher 
is a dramatization of what not to do, 
There is no other method of teaching. 
Änything that one can touch, can teach. 
Their language is mystically euphem- 
istic» One’s gotta burn to learn.

In the four-letter word ”fool” 
is embodied the cosaic picture in full. 
The letter "f” is an S-shaped helio- 
centricity with a crossbar of death 
through her middle. Every living thing 
on earth is basically a helical uplift, 
a natural feedback System of the linear 
lines of radiation of a previously 
erupted solar center, a previous helix 
come full circle in a reappearing zero- 
vanishing point. The Greeks had a word 
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for it, Helios* Patently, the IielioceEt ri c life is an undnding spiral 
and cannot, of its own nature, of its own upskirting feminity, come to 
a full zero dead-man end generäting radioactively. The helix is po- 
tentially iwnortal effortlessly and automatically, until soniecne with 
the knowhow to make rhyme and reason> by means of some wisdom cult, 
impounds over her own naturally truncated pouhd, a catalytic additive 
to artfully and craftily die into and generate out from.
A HELIOS SPIRAL;IN NATORE / np f

A tree is a typical example. On the trank of a eucalyptus tree, 
the up-spiral is plainly visible. But when in the spring it springs 
up, and by some external rneahs, its blossoms are polinated, pole-in- 
ated, then at the time of the advent of the fall of the fruit in the 
fall, a tree ring full circle is formed. When a spiral goes dead, it 
goes twice dead as the helix dies in full circle and the circle dies 
out radiating linearly. Thusx the tross-^arred s’f” in nfooln bares a 
double "o" in her midst, in her ”Ls!-shaped apex, in her T’I*'-shaped 
oneness. Summer is the summer-upper and in winter we inter. In ”IFn 
the desiring ”1” is a helical vertical springing up from one crossbar 
of death to another. - ; ; V 1 0 ; 1

In the dead of the winter, everything in the helix is frozen stiff, 
and that’s the helical fusionof unlikes, of the genetic twin helices 
made to come full zero as repellent lin.es in the innerraost in-point 
where there*s no room in the Inn except to be born in a static stable, 
wrapped in helical swaddling clothes up to his helical nexus.

When one’s immortal helix is fused voluntarily in a zero point, 
the fusion must fission; linearly« That’s cause and effect, crime and 
punishment. To cause to be fused in a helical zero-point, is all that 
anyone can do any time anywhere to any man. One may choose to hermet- 
ically seal and vacuum-pack himself himself helically into a vanishing 
point on his horizon, and if he does, then the cold-black zero-fusion 
must turn into ä: white-hot zero-fission, and the fission must radiate 
a confusion of linear lines that sust feed back on themselves tangen- 
tially and helically again sans end. This is a picrure of Isis pick- 
ing up the pieces of Osiris sans genitalia. Hierein are the three 
conjuncts of the foursome, Where black is white and cruesic is colonc.

Between the fusion and the fission and the linear and the helical, 
there is no time lag. It just happens in no time. It just happens 
all at once. They are equal and similtaneous. The helix is the invol- 
untary System rectifying the previous voluntary action, but never to- ■ 
tally. The feminine nature has no totality concept. She is an unfin- 
ished and unperfected 3-D, an unfinished symphony, until she allows ■ 
another:external force to push her into another volatile zero perfec- 
tion, another 4-D point of death and conception, She may choose to 
fuse and be chosen frozen, then she goes in hot pursuit of herseif.

To a helical automaticity, even a breath of air is murder, and 
the murder will out as an entirely different entity reembodied. But 
if breathing is too slow a death for*a fast- liver, then let him but 
take thought of the morrow, and ttie lac-rrow appears as another living 
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heliocentricity in the likeness of the männer used to concoct the zero- 
point fro® which it was Lazarusly called forth. The helix is goosey 
Mother Goose, gandering and gendering.

THE ATOMIC CSUCIFORM
The fusion and fission are the symbolic twin-brothers depicted 

time and again, They are the dead Lord and the living God, the peace- 
ful and the wrathful deities, in one 4-D. The symbolic compass and 
square, are the helix made to come full circle pi-ratioally, and squar- 
ing itself four-dimensianally. The Michelson-Morley experiment in • 
physics shows that every ray of light is born in the form of a four- 
dimensional crucifona, a masculine Tau cross, for men only« 4-D is 
pi-D, is the four seasons in one,

Perhaps a good way to visualize a 4-1 
in one zero-point of solar radiation is to 
consider an ordinary screw spiralling at the 
Standard angle of some few degrees radius of 
gyration. Now visualize that screw at an 
angle of 360 deg. come full sphere; then you 
can see what a screw-ball you would be if you 
could. One cauld live helically forever, 
on higher.■and higher spheres of vibratory fre- 
quencies, Clearing himself indefinitely of all 
past syns automatically and effortlessly, if 
he could only learn not to get scared into doing 
something in order to help save his insealing 
helical soul to whose automaticity help is mur-

AMERICAN INDIAN -
Swastika, repre- 
senting helical

der, and that’s total perfectinn in malignantly 4-D.
generating Gods, in the Tetragrammaton, the Hebrew
God, Tod He Vau He,

To begin with, I guess one should learn to turn off by dropping 
the jaw, closing the eyes and looking down. This "retro me” is playing 
dead so as not to be able to be touched or detected by a whole world 
of enemies. Perhaps Science, in developing the theory of anti-matter, 
may eventually have the answer, Nuclear scientists discovered 4-D when 
they ascertained that creation was the heavy fallout of radioactive 
material from an explosive Star death. Theywork 4-D when they use ab
solute zero temperature to do stränge things. At absolute zero, liquid 
helium flows up over cups and saucers. Perhaps they are unaware of it 
but the scientists have discovered eternal life in Carbon 14, which 
they say has a half-life of 5568 years. This means that it takes that 
long for half of any given quantity to die, and so on from half to quar- 
ter to eighth, ad infinitum. Life, namely radioactive debris, is nat- 
urally immortal until some extraneous force is applied to say contrari- 
wise, to speak out loud explosively from helical to linear« The radio
active ash leaves a taste of ashes in one’s mouth.

There is not a thing that a living thing does that is natural ex- 
cept to undo again helically that which he does linearly. He may take 
a breath voluntarily, but if he does, he must expell it, A newborn 
habe has to be taught how to even take a breath by being given a good
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smack on tlie buttocks. Fron then ©a 'ie?s got tc> bc weaned into and 
out of everything in one männer or another, He doesn't know a damn 
thing until it*s pounded into him, and whenit is, then he does not 
have to learn how to colonize the world colonically, that's forced on. 
him. : \ ; - • • < btt77:7*^7

One may cliange the words and syabols but the pure seience remains 
the same. 4-D is the ans^er tojevery puzzle. Io search for any other 
answer is in vain. If it-helps to make one more happy, let him find 
more riddles into which to fit the•answer. It fits into every activity 
of man, into his religions, arts, Sciences, nanes, games, languages 
businesses and pleasures, into all his happenesses and happinesses. 
Therebs no end to these zero-significances. It is impossible to do 
anything except be creating a mean-in-action, and that’s 4-D, the source 
of all sorceries. Just as ”D” is four alphabetically, it*s 4-4 galore 
in every creation and ready at hand for fools like you and me who want 
a hand at it. When you're a 4-D, you* re dead alive, a dead-true aber- 
ration, That's how the word was whirred and the world was whirled. 
When one is in 4-D, he is perfectly dead and then he «must be born 
again« willy-nilly, successively and.äccamulatively more aberrated, 
more malignantly maled. ; \ ? 7 • j • . 7bfb7tt7Jt7-J

< « * « << < • 7 ;f::t 7<7<7/7

«VIST VICTDRY OB IBS MOOR?«
«The most expensive casualty of the war in Vietnam may well turn 

out to be the. United State*S multi-billion-dollar effort to lead the 
world in space exploration,« wrote LA «Times« reporter Rudy Abramson 
from the paper's Washington bureau, May,25, 1966. «Working with a bud- 
get slashed to the bone, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion is being forced to gamble on beating the Russlans to the moon, 
foregoing plans for more advanced missiuns.

«In some vital äreas, the space agency admits to being two years 
behind. At test the $5 /billion budget requested for the next fiscal 
year will do nothing to close the gap. ' A major mishap such as a catas- 
trophic failure of a Saturn V launch vehicle would virtually doom our 
clianfes of getting to the moon in thisdecade and before the Russians.

«In that gloomy event, the onlyplan the United States has for 
regaining leadership is with it.s Apollo Applications Program, which will 
be nothing more than an effort to get the most possible use cf equip- 
ment developed for the lunar landing. The fiscal 1967 budget gave that 
program only enough money to maintann the Status quo for another year 
before making major decisions. v . / y • f < ■7' ?

«In short, the United States has r.c r’aj.?r r.ace goal beyond the 
Apollo landing. If the Russiaha beafc us to that one, the United States- 
will be back in the same position it'was in tbs late 1950s and early 
60s, of establishing a new goal toset thepace for space technology.«
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WE NEED ACTION ON UFO RESEARCH

By J. Harold Claborne

In the May-June Journal you labeled correctly the aftermath of 
the Michigan UFO sightings. Character assassination is exactly what 
has been going on and one might say very effectively now for many 
years.

This has the effect of stifling the aore reliable reports and it 
does not stop the screwball type one minute. The result is that sta- 
tistics will show a far greater percentage of crackpot reports to real- 
ly factual reports, It also has the side effect of reducing the work 
load on the government agency concerned by reducing the Volume of UFO 
sightings to be investigatedJ

I h$ve personal knowledge of a well-documented case which was 
never reported because the consequences presented a risk that outweigh- 
ed the value of reporting, A friend of mine was a member of a party 
of five doing some work on an oil lease in a remote area in New Mexico, 
when the sighting occurred. Heading the group was a man qualified to 
be classed as a scientist. He was a PhD in geology. Fortunately, the 
party had a movie camera with them and photographs were taken. There 
were three UFOs involved, The larger of the craft, approximately 50 
feet in diameter, settled all the way to the ground. The second re- 
mained stationary several hundred feet above the larger craft. The 
third stationed itself several thousand feet above, frequently darting 
off in various directions, but continually returning to the overhead 
Position, The two smaller craft were approximately 20 feet in diameter.

The larger craft experienced a vertical bobbing as it lowered to 
the ground, These vertical motions were rather abrupt and were noted 
as odd and unusual for a craft of its apparent weight and size. As - 
the craft neared the ground a luminous cloud appeared beneath the ve- 
hicle and a grid of what seemed to be lines of force was visible to 
the eye within the cloud effect. These lines did not register on the 
film.

The geologist was quite enthusiastic that night of the sighting 
and instructed each member of the party to write his own Version of - 
what he saw. They were not to discuss the matter with each other un- 
they had made out their reports» By next morning the scientist’s early 
enthusiasm had evaporated and he swore all members of the party to 
secrecy. He feit their reputatinns might be attacked and jobs might 
be placed in jeopardy, and thus died one challenging report for 1962, 
How many reliable UFO reports have shared this same fate we may never 
know,

The CBS news report of May lOth on the UFO topic did nothing to 
aid the plight of these who dare to report a sighting. The Air Force 
spokesman say they have nothing to hide and admit over 600 unexplain-
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ed reports. This distorts the truth of the matter. Mere admission 
is not publication of the facts; so informatinn is ifithheld from the 
public, nevertheless.

WHERE’S THE SCIENTIFIC CURIOSITY? ; \
Those of us who prefer to think for ourselves rather than accept 

spoon-fed versions of the faets are not satisfied with Dr. Hynek’s 
and Dr. Menzelfs. We feel they are dropping the ball« A true scien
tific attitude should be one of enthusiastic curiosity. We taxpaying 
members of BSRA should increase our demand that research be opened • 
into the challenging new idea the presence of the UFO presents.

Investigation of the Air Force would serve no useful purpose. 
Congress would be wasting time and money, Our Congress should, ”Dr. 
Hynek, you have dropped the ball for the last time. We are creating 
a new agency to research and develop the means of Controlling matter. 
We dont need more fruitless investigations. We dont need more opin- 
ions. We need aciion and leadership by men not crystallized into a 
pattem of orthodox thinkingf"

There is sufficient evidence to justify action. Our present con- 
cepts have been challenged and progress toward a better understanding 
of our universe is dissipated by useless name calling. Whether the 
scientists care to accept t..e reality of the WO is of course their < 
Option. Their leadership in molding public opinion and knowledge is 
slipping from therr hands. Scientific opinion today finds itself de- 
fending its position, and the motives of scientists are suspect.

In past history religious Orders preserved and molded human know
ledge, but when the priests crystallized the teachings into a pattern 
of orthodox mysticism and openly opposed the evolution of humanknow
ledge, that leadership and respect passed into the hands of the Scien
ces. The orthodox viewpoint now is, unless the data meets the Standards 
set forth by the manuals of Science, it doesn’t exist. That crystal
lized viewpoint is being challenged and a healthy revaluation of ob- 
jectives is in order by the scientists. History has a way of repeat- 
ing itself and we may be on a historic threshold right now,

It is my opinion that this period in history was recorded by Nos
tradamus. Quoting from the Henry C. Roberts translation of the works 
of Nostradamus, on page 240 is the following: "Before these events many 
unusaal birds shall cry through the air, crying,,"Huy, huy.” ("Now, 
now.") A little while after they shall vanish. After this shall have 
lasted a good while, there shall be renewed a reign of Saturn and a 
golden age."

Perhaps I see more in this passage than is justified. Phorietic- • 
ally, "Huy, huy" fits rather well the charges of "Hooey" that have at- 
tended the UFO phenomena. Certainly the UFO have demonstrated their 
ability to vanish, and may do so permanently once we stop bickering 
among ourselves and accept the challenge. It is rather obvious they 
are not here to fraternize. They are not to interfere in our affairs. 
Norare they to hand over their knowledge on a platter. The most ob- 
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vious reason seems to be to stimulate our thinking and demonstrate that 
there is more to the universe than meets the eye. I think that once 
we have accepted the challenge to enlarge our understanding and begin 
to actively research the ideas they have introduced by their presence, 
they will leave us to our own development and return home with a re- 
port of, "mission accomplished”.

The repeated Suggestion of the BSRA director that the UFO pheno- 
mena involved a 4th dimensional consideration is a good one, What we 
really need is a better definition of what the 4th dimension really is,

Frankly, I suspect most of us limit our definition to the H.G.
Wells Version. What we need is a proper perspective. A 4th dimension 
would have to be mathematically sound. It would not be a condition 
existing somewhere eise, It would have to contain the 3rd dimension. 
It’s density would be greater than the 3rd dimension because quantity 
has been raised to its 4th power. Space and time wuuld be shared with 
the 3rd dimension and this is where we can put our little thinking 
caps on, We need not look for the 4th dimension, we are already there

* *

WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS

”When will you people learn that there are worlds within worlds — 
that the etheric worlds interpenetrate with your plane and with each 
other?” asked Inner Circle Control Charles Lingford in 1947, ”1 know 
I should not be sticking my neck out by talking so mach about these 
Saucers, as you call them, at least until I have investigated them 
more fully. But they are not craft constructed on your planet; nor 
is it necessary to assume that they come from any other planet. It 
seems impossible to get it through your heads that objects can pass 
from an etheric to another level of matter and will then appear to 
materialize there, Then they disappear by dematerialization, return- 
ing to an etheric condition.” (From page 10 of "Coming Of The Guar
dians” by Meade Layne, BSRA Pub No. 3, $3.00, post and tax paid.)

SOME SCIENTISTS ABE LEARNING
"Thirty years of continuous scanning of the skies with huge radio 

telescopes would have a 50-50 chance of proving that other civiliza
tions exist insspace, according to a Cornell university professor who - 
is a pioneer in * space listening*. Frank Drake of the Cornell Univer
sity Center for Radiophysics and Space Research said he is sure many - 
such civilizations do exist and that he hopes that one will be contac- 
ted by earth during his lifetime. . . the systematic search for other 
civilizations, both within and outside the Milky Way galaxy, should 
be an integral part of the American space program. ’There has probab- 
ly been and are now an enormous number of life-bearing planets in the 
universe,** Drake said, fand most of them have probebly evolved an in
telligent, technically advanced species. (LA "Times”, May 26, 1966)
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INTO THE FOURTH DIMENSION IN VANCOUVER :
”1 have been a Student and practitioner of Huna for many years t 

and a reader of all of Max Freedom Long’s writings. In *Huna Vistas* 
I have seen reference to the BSRA Journal, enclosed is a MO for $5.00 
for a year’s subscription.

”1 may say that, before studying Huna I was a Student of Toga. 
During this period and since, whilst studying Huna, I have had several 
cases of instantaneous healing occur — something which could not hap-- 
pen at all, mach less in the instantaneous männer, according to conven- 
tional thinking, I had X-ray vision turned on once, for about five 
minutes. I have also experienced levitation, from a chair in whichI 
was sitting in meditation. I was raised about a foot, suspended there 
for a time, and set down with sufficient roughness to convince me of 
the reality of the experience (there was no doubt anyway). ••

With these experiences, all of them coming without forewarning 
or preparation on my part, I am sure the things we have yet to learn : 
greatly outnumber the things we know, or think we know, smart as we 
imagine ourselves to be."

E.E, Rogers, M.D«, C.M. 
2391 West 10th Ave
Vancouver 9, BC, Canada

Welcome to the borderianders, doctor; you’ve been one for years - 
and in previous lives to show such mastery of the occult arts as indi- 
cated above. You must use rhythmic breathing to Charge your body and 
emotions with the extra vitality needed for the accomplishment of the 
above, Both the Yoga of the East and the West advocate this; but real, 
psychokinetic power comes from the earth; and it is the study and prac- 
tice of Huna that puts one in touch with the Pagan power that moves 
physical objects, If the success of your practice arouses the envy of 
your fellow doctors you may need that power for protectionas well as 
healing!
THE AMERICAN MURDERICAL ASSOCIATION

"Your short article on color in the July-August 1965 Journal at- 
tracted my attention. Nearly a Century ago an American MD by the name 
of Edwin D. Babbitt wrote a book of 500 pages on ’The Principles of 
Light and Color*. At that time the Medical Trust known as AMA was in 
swaddling clothes and book-burning, supressing, framing and jailing as 
is done today wasn’t even thought of. Many people experimented with 
color as an aid to healing with great success. About 50 years ago a ; 
Hindu doctor in Bombay, India came across Babbitt’s book. This doctor 
was a chemist and physicist. Impressed by Babbitt’s work he developed 
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a machine that anyone could use and heal himself of any ailment. He 
carae to the United States and started lecturing to doctors. I attended 
one of his classes in Chicago in 1921. I was practicing dentistry in 
Chicago at that time and knew nothing about color therapy. But my wife 
was ill and Colonel Dinsha P. Godiali, M.D, was the name of the Hindu. 
He assured me that if I took the course and used the color as directed 
my wife would get well.

“There were 51 MDs in the dass; I was the only dentist. After 
the dass was finished I purchased a machine and treated my wife, Lo 
and behold, she got well? But the AMA didnft look with a good eye So 
the success he was having; so in one of his lectures they had him ar- 
rested and thrown in jail. His students bailed him out and a battle 
started between the Hindu doctor and the Medical Octopus. He won in 
the courts? A very prominent surgeon in Philadelphia used color ther
apy with great success, and many other doctors, and they testified as 
to the therapeutic value of color. Then the Medical Octopus tried to 
deport Dinsha. They failed. They tried to shoot him? I saw the bul
let hole in the window of his residence in Malaga, New Jersey, where 
he still lives. When all this failed they started another trial in New 
York city« I was the only doctor that testified to the good that color 
did for my wife. It didn’t do auch good« The AMA had their stooges 
there and the judge found that Dinsha’s machine was a fraud.

“The court issued an order to have all the machines destroyed, his 
books burned. Government agents went to his plant and destroyed every- 
thing. They put Dinsha under $20,000 bail and issued a permanent in- 
junction so he cant lecture, nor seil his books or machines anywhere 
except in the State of New Jersey, They even went to homes and took 
the machines being used by sick people? They came to my house but I 
refused to part with minej then they came back with & warrant for my 
artest. I had to give in, This, dear friends, didn’t happen in Cuba, 
or Russia, or Red China, but in our beloved USA, the land of the free 
and the home of the brave. But I did manage to get hold of another 
color machine and have used it with great benefit all these years.”

Dr. N.S, Hanoka 
224 Illinois 
St. Joseph, Mo. 64504

IT HAPPENS IM CALIFORNIA, T00
*’I would like to receive the Round Robin Journal so I am enclosing 

a check for $5. I let the powers that be in Charge of our laws??? have 
their way ifith my case and I paid my fine and now have a criminal re- 
cord. I guess 1*11 live with it as long as injustice is the Order of 
the day, The other doctor did the saae for he found out we could get 
no help from our set-up, as most of them know nothing about the wonders 
of Electronics and Radionics in the care of our bodies. I am trying 
to get my equipment back for my own use, Dont know how I?ll make out.

”1 wonder if Trevor James has finished his book on the work of Dr. 
Ruth Drown? I have been watching for it» What they did to her will 
cost them plenty when they appear for their reward. The reason I, as
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a Radionist, would not use my machine against them is because I would 
not use Black Magie. That would put me in their dass and the equip-> 
ment is too good for that purpose« I was tempted to, believe me. Br. 
Drown’s death is on their heads. She had an appointment with doctors 
in Europe, to teach them her method of diagnosing and treatment, when 
they got her. All I can say is, «May the good Lord hiess their little 
pointed heads’. Thank you for your interest during the storm. Love t 
to you and your wife.” •<

Margaret L. McICinnon, D.C. 
Turlock, California '

The last we heard from Trevor James on the Dr. Drown opus was 
that he had finished the Book but the publisher was reluctant to pub- 
lish until her case was settled in court. The Standard condemnation 
of the AMA and its lawyers is that Radionics and radionics equipment 
is “utterly worthless” in the treatment of human ailments. We have 
asked the Radionics experts why they dont accept the challenge of the 
courts and turn the equipment on their accusers? There is a Death Ray 
setting for the treatment machine. In fact, how eise would a cancer 
be destroyed? But those asked have all agreed with Dr. McKinnon, to 
use the equipment in such a way would be Black Magie.

The karmic aspects of these persecutions of dedicated healers 
are of interest to those of us who study occult science. It seems 
that Dr, Dinsha has paid off a lot in 45 years of oppression by the 
AMA. Could it be that as an orthodox doctor in a previous life, in 
a position of power, he was just as zealous in oppressing the radicals 
of that time? So we meet ourselves coming back; The mills of the Gods 
grind slowly but surely and the scalee of justice are balanced, on 
the Middle Pillar of the Tree of Life«

WHAT IS RADIONICS, ASIWAI, AND RADIESTHESIA?
”Did you see the January ’Pendulum' from London? The whole issue 

is devoted to Human Radiations, I was interested in what the author 
(Egerton Sykes) said about measuring each person’s wave-length, I 
guess you’d call it. I wondered if you might consider writing up on 
this. Incidentally, maybe most do not understand how this wave-length 
can be measured, I for one, and someone in your Organization might be 
able to explain it«”

Robert and Grace Reynolds 
Cherry Valley, California

Each Radionics practitioner has his own explanation of the art • 
and there is considerable disagreement, Bob. As I see it the Opera
tor tunes in on his subject — finds the wave-length — by setting up 
a resonating magnetic field when he rubs his finger on the rubbing 
plate of the diagnostic Instrument. If the subject is physically pre
sent he is connected to the machine by electrodes. If he is far away 
the operator uses ”bait” — a photo, a letter, a drop of blood or some 
other physical object which has a good Aka thread connection with the 
subject. When the resistance of the rubbing plate disappears the op
erator looks at the dxal he has been turning with his other hand and 
notes down the number to which it is pointing. If the machine has : 
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He then goes to the next dial, rubs the plate again and meets resis- 
tance until he finds a neutral number, and so on until all dials have - 
been nulled. Now the operator or diagnostician has a number which in- 
dicates the disease or conditiön of the subject, say: 3456782. He ■ 
checks this wavelength against Ms Index, catalog or "bible" of dis- 
eases and finds that the patient or subject has a diseased liver, con- 
stipation, tuberculosis, or whatever. Then the treatment machine, with 
its dials, is set for this rate.

This is all 4-D, Aquarian Age stuff, far beyond the comprehension 
of present day scientists and doctors of the Piscean Age wefre in. I 
understand from Trevor James that Dr. Drown insisted her research and 
equipment were scientific, not psychic; but seeing that the carrier 
waves used in Radionics are mental, or spiritual, whichever you prefer, 
it is difficult to see how her ”scientific” Claim is valid. ' No pre
sent day science Instruments can identify and calibrate the frequen- 
cies used, none that orthodox science would accept. I believe that 
for Radionics, just as in psychic surgery, spirit doctors diagnose 
the patient from the inside out and direct the healing rays by mental 
means to where it will do the most good.

The same principles generally hold true for the Radiesthesist, 
in my opinion, who uses a pendulum rather than a dial Instrument.

A SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR UNDERSTANDING RADIESTHESIA
"The conventional scientific literature is beginning to include 

reports of work done wsing waves of radiation of different frequencies 
in Controlling insects in grain storage bins (radio frequency waves 
or RF waves, as they are called), promoting the growth rate of chickens 
by the use of sound waves of selected frequencies on the eggs to be 
hatched, the use of the natural electricity from the atmosphere to 
promote the growth and production of plants (electroculture experi- 
ments) and similar trials of the above.

"The Situation is such that it reminds me strongly of the work 
done in the years prior to the discovery and the subsequent use of the 
antibiotic, penicillin, It may come as a surprise to you to know that 
the antibiotics were known years before the ciscovery (or the Observa
tion) of penicillin. The use of these antibiotics was not practical, 
as many of them were too toxic to the patient, Penicillin was the 
first relatively non-toxic antibiotic, The important thing was that 
nobody followed the lead shown by the existence of the natural anti
biotics in a search for relatively non-toxic ones. The reason for 
this was the thinking at the time» It was geared to the Chemical ap- 
proach by the great work of the German organic chemists dating from 
Liebig, in 1842, 124 years ago, The search was for Chemical drugs,
yMagic Bullets’, 606, or salvarsan, neoprontonsil, sulfa drugs and 
the like,

"In physical science we have the use of waves of radiation of 
different types showing biological effects -- some good, and many bad 
such as the radiation from hydrogen bomb explosions and the like, The 
biological effects of harmful radiation have been but lately studied
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to any extent, just since the advent of atomic bombs. ■ • L'-n

"The biological effects of beneficial radiation has not been stu- 
died by any other than people trained in physical Science. The key 
work on this subject is the book by Georges Lakhovsky, an electrica! 
engineer, tiled ”The Secret of Life1. This work was ignored, as the 
physics specialist did not know enough biology, and the biology special- 
ist did not know enough physics to properly understand this book. ■

”At about the same time as Lakhovsky was reporting his work (1931- 
1939) Dr. George Crile, an eminent American surgeon reported on his 
findings on the electrical nature of life in his book, ’The Phenomenon 
of Life’. This was from a different approach than Lakhovsky’s, but it 
Supported and extended the findings of Lakhovsky remarkably well. In 
scientific work, when the results of two independent investigators in ■ 
different parts of the world done at about the same time are in substän- 
tial agreement, the conclusions reached are very likely to be correct. 
This is the case in the work done by Lakhovsky and Crile.

"We have the human body consisting of billions of cells, each one 
of which is a small wet battery generating current, capable of receiv-- 
ing and transmitting waves (radiations) over a wide ränge of the elec- 
tromagnetic spectrum, and being affected for good or bad by the fre- 
quency of the waves (radiations) it receives.

ARE YOU POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, NEUTRAL?
"People fall into three well defined categories. This can be 

shown by disconnecting all but a short length of wire from a small 
table radio antenna. If the small length of wire is grasped between ■ 
the thumb and iudex fingers of a positive person (one who readily re- 
cieves and transmits radiation from the electromagnetic spectrum) they 
will function as an antenna and the vclume of the radio will increase. 
If a neutral person, there be little or no difference. If a negative 
person, the radio will be much diminished in volume. No value judgment 
is implied he re by the terms, positive, negative and neutral.

"The positive person is one for which the dowsing rod or pendulum 
will work well. The neutral person will get no results from either. 
The negative person will get results just the opposite from the posi
tive person. This was not properly appreciated in the past. This is 
the reason why Operators of radiesthesia machines (radionic machines) ■ 
could not be trained with any degree of certainty. Some learned read
ily — these were positive persons — only about 30% of the populatim.

"At this point in the development of our society we have the most 
odd Situation you could imagine. A small segment of it using radies
thesia and radionic machines (radiesthesia machines) routinely — mostly 
for healing -- and the langer part of it is actively opposed to the use 
of such methods and equipment as sheer nonsense, as there is no scien
tific basis for their Operation. As usual, both sides are partly right 
and partly wrong.

"The reason there is no scientific base for the Operation of the
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radiesthesia (radioncs) units is two-fold:

1, Years ago a scientist investigated the Operation of the pendulum 
(an example of radiesthesia) and concluded it was without foundation. 
The reason for this was no motion of the pendulum could be shown when 
it was suspended from a beam and various objects put under it.

"The flaw in this experiment is that the pendulum is merely an 
antenna for the detection of radiation by the human operator of it. 
It is like putting your glasses on the floor, and expecting them to 
read a book for you. This did have the effect of discouraging scien
tific investigation of the phenomenon of radiesthesia, as the funda
mental mechanism was not known at the time so the negative results 
were regarded as conclusive for all time. This was in error.

2. Scientific assumption that fluid vortex motion of an Ether did not 
exist was made from the results of the famed Michelson-Morley experi
ment first performed in 1881. This was not justified. For Information 
on this point send 25? to C.F. Krafft, 4809 Columbia Road, Annandale, 
Virginia 22003 and ask for a copy of ’The Structure of the Atom’.

"This work provides the missing scientific key. The Ether is the 
earrier of the waves or radiations that the radiesthesia operator is - 
detecting. Krafft’s theory of the ether and atomic structure is sup- 
ported by factual observation, independent of the Science of radies
thesia. The science of radiesthesia supports and confirms Krafft’s 
theory. This forms, at this point, a formidable scientific argument."

Rev. Dr. S.L. Jamison 
Universal Life Aquarian Center 
Box 1002, Turlock, Calif. 95380

VORTEXIAN PHYSICS T0 DISPLACE NUCLEAR PfflfSICS?
"In 1955, on pages 46-47 of The Ether and its Vortices, the writer 

predicted that the radius of an atom would be found to be slightly 
more than twice the radius of its core structure and that the valence 
bonds would be found to terminate, not on the periphery of the atom 
as taught by the nuclear theory, but on the periphery of the core 
structure. Similar predictions were made again in The Structure of 
the Atom, first published in 1960. In the January 1964 issue of the 
Science and Mechanics Magazine, on page 69, there appeared a recent 
photograph of some iron atoms which completelv verified the above pre
dictions with quantitative precision. The vortex structure of the ~ 
atom is therefore no longer a theoretical speculation but an experi- 
mentally established fact, and although the nuclear theory is still 
in all the books, its days are numbered.5’

C.F. Krafft

Meade Layne learned of Mr. Krafft and his pioneering work in re- 
establishing a scientific Basis for the Ethers and for the vortex 
physics of atomic structure back in the early 1950s, and helped to 
publicize his works. For further Information and publications, write 
directly to Mr. Krafft himself.
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«MOO» MOVIES« Bl BSRA, WS HOPS»
In spite of the AMA?s efforts to suppress color therapy in favor 

@f chemo-therapy, interest in this Aquarian Age healing techniqus 
continues. Here’s a suggestive letter fron an Associate:

”A woman friend of mine, a chaplain at the Metropolitan Hospital 
in Norwalk, thinks she could show a movie -- mood movie — for the pa
tients to watch and, more important, to dance or move around to as the 
music is heard and as your Aurora Borealis color moves across the 
screea, a large screen, 8x10 ft. Could be against the wall in subdued 
light. You should produce three as a Starter, one in all shades of - 
reds and pinks, another yellows, the other bloss, each with a differ- ' 
ent music background. Tempos could be in both 3/4 and 4/4 time, waltz, 
jazz, rhumba, fox trot, etc. She would like to have three to five 
minute reels to show very soon, on 16mm film» Who has the equipment 
to produce? Rent or borrow, recover expenses later. This would be a 
good Starter without any Propaganda attached.”

Peter Haie
Venice, Calif.

Anybody have an old 16mm or 8ram movie camera they would like to 
lend us or donate to the cause? We could make some ”mood movies« he re 
in our study at BSRA Hdq. '"he Sound could be taped on our present e- 
quipment. Of course we have our Colorahma projector for Converting 
music into patterns of abstract form and color flowing rhythmically 
across a screen, We are now working on a simplified Version which we * 
hope to keep under a hundred dollars in cost, for those who want to ex- 
periment with moving color, both inspirationally and therapeutically. 
There is absolutely no question that color affects consciousness; there- 
fore the body must be affected too, for good or ill. You can prove 
this yourself by using the colored Spotlights or floodlights available 
now at Hardware Stores. Red and orange stimulate, if you are depleted 
or depressed. Green is the healing, soothing color nature. Blue and 
violet are the cold colors for cooling off a fever or Inflammation. 
Try them and see, We have aj.so discovered that the light is more ef- ~ 
fective if it is pulsing or intermittent, off and on, rather than shin- 
ing steadily — the press-and-release principle of massage.

ÄBTISTRY IN LIGHT
Ed Shilling is now producing moving color machines for $75. The 

unit is mounted in an attractive wood-veneered case, 20x16x8 in, deep, 
One surface of the case is translucent plastic screen, The slow-moving 
abstract color patterns shine on the screen in endless variety. It 
sets on edge atop a Stereo or high-fi cabinet, giving one a relaxing 
panorama of color to gaze at while listening to music. He is develop- 
ing a slightly more expensive model in which one light is activated 
by the music. For more Information, writ e to Ed direc t ly, PO Box 278, 
Upland, California 91786. The unit is silent, being driven by a 
clock-type motor, and it runs cool. The light source is a GE Circle- 
line fluorescent light.
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1966 CONGRESS OF SCIENTIFIC UFOLOGISTS
üfology’s only serious Convention? Was held in Cleveland, Ohio 

June 23-26, with an open Session June 25th. Featured Speakers were: 
Gray Barker, Lawrence Blasey (Cleveland BSRA member), Gene Duplantier, 
Rick Hilberg, Eugene Steinberg and James Moseley« Delegates from re- 
cognized UFO organizations were invited to attend the closed sessions 
for discussion of the "present Status of UFO investigations, the Pro
blems that divide UFO researchers, and other important issues.” For 
further details, write to the Congress Committee, Box 2708, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44111.

QUESTION ON THE WATER CURE
”1 want you to know that I look forward to each issue of the Jour

nal. I may not agree with everything, but it helps me to keep an open 
mind. My own world has expanded considerably, and I realize what ig- 
norance surrounds us. Sorry you have no further Information on the 
Distilled Water Cure. Perhaps you can at least enlighten me on one 
point. ’This is to be taken exactly according to prescription, which 
means with a pressure of one pound.’ The word pressure has me baffled. 
If you can explain it I*d appreciate it.5’

Joseph A. Tulumello
West Caidwell, New Jersey

A pint’s a pound the world ’round, Joe. When you drink two 8oz. 
glasses of water you’ve put a pound of water in your body, which is a 
closed hydraulic System or vessel. This increased pressure is feit 
throughout the body, upsetting the normal Balance temporarily toward 
an increased flow of liquids from the body, through sweat, urine, etc. 
Obviously, the effect aimed at by Dr. Hanish is the increased elimina- 
tion of poisons along with the liquid. I suppose this "eure” is too 
simple and cheap to draw any support or Interest from the medical trust 

»ROSTES RETURN, A VIET NAM WAR CASUALTT"
"Bob arrived im the Philippines for his combat training about the 

middle of August 1965. We began to get messages from our Teachers 
mentioning him soon after his arrival. These we forwarded to him as 
he had requested. The following are Quotations from some of these 
messages: ’The sight of a soldier surrounded by LIGHT is great in God’s 
sight. It is very unusual. . . Robert moves in the light of a Master, 
quietly placing himself in work needed. This is a necessary plan for 
him to grow in a new home, where he can view life with a powerful yearn 
ing for peace. Questions will be answered, and he will find new rea- 
sons somewhere in this experience, strengthening and moulding him. y

"He was sent into combat in October. About this time we had a 
lesson on angels and since Bob had always been interested in fairies, 
brownies and angels we asked for Information about his angel. To our 
surprise this was the reply: ’Robert’s angel is Victor. He is an ideal 
angel for a soldier as he battles in destructive wäre. Beloved Doro
thy, it is very unusual to find a soldier who recognizes his mighty, 
divine Self and gives of himself as Robert gives. He gives of LOVE AND 
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LIGHT as he fights in Viet Nam for a cause that locks U.S.A. in a ter- 
rible war, Angels are at Robert’s side keeping hi® from harm« It is 
a life of Service as he lives in the LIGHT.’ At the time this message 
was received we feit we were being assured of his physical safety and 
so it came as a shock when we later received notice cf his death, . .
HE LOVED TO FLY

”My soii, Robert (Robin, to me), was a captain in the U,S. Air 
Force. He was piloting a B-57 on a bombing mission in Viet Nam, Dec. 
14, 1965, when he was shot down by enemy gunfire. He had been in the 
Airforce seventeen years. . . He loved to fly. The day was lost to 
him when he could not go pp at least once, as the freedom of the sky 
gave him a feeling of peace, wonder and satisfaction. , . One night 
we had a clear contact with Yogananda and we asked him if fre could 
teil us anything about Bob, He answered:

’^ßear Dorothy, Beloved Robert is a delight to the mighty Masters 
of Light as he brings wisdom to the boys in Viet Nam. He creates a 
LIGHT of Divine Luster in the darkness of war, as he draws from. the 
fountain of his FAITH. He LIVES and LOVES as a brother to all of his 
men and they have a better chance of survival because of his LIGHT. - 
LIGHT is a great shield of protection and acts to blast all the nega- 
tinn of war. Beloved ones, it is a stränge beauty that moves in his 
wisdom, solving his anger aA the vile conditions he sees. Accept your 
test, it is for you to cover him with the mighty LIGHT in the bond of 
motherhood. A mother’s life is a life of giving and you have given 
LIFE and LIGHT to your sons and daughter. God bless the valiant son 
of Dorothy. Keep him and his family in the LIGHT,’

”Perhaps this was meant to be a warning or to prepare us for what 
was to come but we failed to recognize it as such at the time.”

Bob’s own family, in Texas, and his parents in Michigan, had not 
expected him home for Christinas anyhow, but the death notice only a 
wehk or so before put a real strain on their faith and good spirits. 
The mother went ahead with perparation of the cards and gifts £hat 
Bob and she had planned months before. ”After they were all wrppped 
I stood in the middle of the room with them in my hands and I said 
aloud, ’There, they are all finished, my dear,’ I heard Bob reply, 
’Thanks, mama2’ The tears streamed down my face and then such a warm 
feeling came over me, as though he had his arms around me. I was fil- 
led with a great peace, . .

”0n December 19th we received this wonderful and beautiful mwss 
sage from. . . Yogananda. . : ’Life is Eternal. It is born here in 
death there. An earthly span of life is as one bead on the string of 
Infinity. That which seeras lost to you is light and joy to us as we 
welcome back our own, . . You understand now why Bob feit so wonderful 
khen flying -- he was not completely happy when bound in the flesh. 
Think of him as being released and free of the physical fettersand 
able to express in greater areas of expression. We understand the cry 
of the human heart and the sense of loss, but remember that the SPIRIT 
is greater than the physical and so you must see with the SPIRIT, . .
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‘ FREEING THE EARTHBOUND
”’It is all part of a great planj’ Yogananda continued. 'Bob made 

a great many contacts with young men who are in Service and many will 
leave the earth. Because of the link established Bob will be a great 
light to them when they cross over. His work is just beginning, in- 
stead of ending. Have no fear for those who are left (his children) - 
for they too are part of the Great Plan. They will become light Cen
ters in the new age. They were embodied through him and because of 
this link they will be these centers. All is in Divine order. All 
has a Divine purpose. Rejoice. Graduation has comej'

”0n December 20th we had our first short message from Bob: 'On 
Christinas Day hold my girls in your arms and fill them with my love. 
I will be there. I am no farther away than your thought.'

Later, as Bob learned the mechanism of Cosmic Mediumship as per- 
formed from the other side of the Veil, his messages became longer. 
Here is a portion of one which left his mother "practically speechless":

n'Mama, you KNOW I am not dead. Look at my last letter and notice. 
Yogananda's book gave us instructions for overcoming the barrier. (This 
was the Chapter 43 we mentioned earlier.) Dont grieve as I am still with 
you. Keep your chin up and pretend that I am still able to belong to 
all the LIFE of earth. Dont my visits help? All right then, quit 
being sad, you are most forwnate, . . Home is a woven net of loves, 
it binds lives. Bodies are only the material which life uses to join 
souls in a place, and a home provides just such a place connecting 
lives that need joining together. The plan is a road of many lives, 
many ties and many places and many ways but it all paves the way to 
a most wonderful land of MASTERSHIP. . , I do most of my work in Viet 
Nam with comrades who are not as fortunate as I, for they came in fear 
and not in the LIGHT of an angel. God is looking at death as a loving 
father looks at joining His children in a new home. Quite often a son 
does not understand this new home and keeps asking for his old home 
but we hover over him and move him to a home of Initiation until he 
is completely awake to his new state of living.

SS*I can do more for them here than I could while on earth, Your 
letters served to give me a true picture of the body plan« My body 
death became only an evolution of the soul and I saw itall from a 
distance as I. had already departed neacefully: with Victorf I moved out 
of the body before the plane went into a roll. I saw it all. To the 
downed plane went the enemy but found only a wreck, but both of us 
were near. Jerry in the body and I out. You lost the body of your son, 
only you know he LIVES. God LIVES and your son LIVES, I must away, 
you rest now, Mama,’

At that time, Mrs. D orothy Davis had no Information on the de- - 
tails of Bob's death. She wrote to his Commanding Officer and receiv
ed confirmation of her son's Communications We hope this 18-page bro- 
chure is only the first of several from this Aquarian Age mother whose ■ 
love has pierced the Veil. You can obtain a copy from her for a dollar, 
at 1008 Lamberton St NE, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505.
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||||® «IMPROVE YOUR PSYCHIC LIFE” - CC

|||i|v BSRAssociate Fred Kimball has donated a copy of his new handbook y
|||||; on psychic self-development to our reference library. There’s plenty y
lllllf of theory in its four chapters and 132 pages, but more important, the
J|||® the theory is backed up by years cf practice and demonstration of the <

borderland powers Mr, Kimball has developed. If you doubt the kind of y
psychism demonsrated by Dorothy Davis in the preceding CQC item, for 
instance, Fred Kimball challenges you to develop your own abilities 
because you do have them? Out of his own rieh experience he teaches 
you how to recognise and encourage the growth of spiritual insight — ■
or ESP if you prefer the non-religious term, He’ll be glad to lecture, 
demonstrate and teach classes in this subject. Write to him at 18750

|I||f So Vermont Ave., Gardena, California 90247.

THE RITUAL GODS OF THE KABALA
”1 am now having colored snapshots of the four Gods I painted 

being developed for you (the Archangels Raphael, Gabriel, Michael and 
Uriel of the Lesser Banishing Ritual). When they are ready 1’11 send 
them to you. I want you to know that the ritual you taught us has 
been most helpful to me and we really appreciate what you have done.”

Beth Suslowicz 
San Diego, Calif.

In psychic work it’s as important to be able to shut the door as- 
it is to open it, and early in our classes we teach the Lesser Banish
ing Ritual of the Pentagram, part of which invokes the presence and 

llllh protection of the four Archangels mentinned above. Beth is an artist 
and feit inspired to do portraits of them while ehe was a member of 
our Escondido dass last winter. The ritual is described in Dr. Israel 

||i| Regardie’s "The Middle Pillar”, Aries,Press, Chicago, and in our own 
little Kabalistic "Studies” brochure, 36 pages, 50$.

HELP WANTID IN CAVERN WORLD RESEARCH '
"Enclosed is a check for $6.25, for BSRA membership and a copy 

of the Lakhovsky MWO brochure. We are trying to investigate in a tan- 
J||B gible way the more accessible facets of the Shaver Mystery, about 

three of us, so far, are inviting others to join us* William G. Caple 
llflf is the contact man in the unit; his address is 4848 University Court, 

Niagara Falls, NY 14305. We hope to build a workable Telaug and an 
experiment to induce a flow of Exd or to screen it out from a living ■ 

|Iy plant, by using an electromagnetic field, working with the Shaver pic- 
ture stones, etc."

Well, Mr. Ambitious Borderiander, the Multi-Wave Oscillator will 
produce a pulsing RF field which will drive obsessing Deros out of 
your aura if you attract any in your Cavern researchj

"Scientiology has been an Interest with me for eight or nine years 
J||® now, though I’ve never audited except for short periods. I’d like-
ji® to get something on it from sources other than L, Ron Hubbard’s ad- -

" mirers, on the one hand, and his detractors, like the Saturday Evening
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Post on the other. I have obtained a few astounding results with it« 
The most surprising being the disappearance, once, of a person who was 
in full view, and momentarily seeing the stonework behind himj The 
process was *Perfect Duplication*, to postulate that object in the same 
matter, energy, space and time as it was originally craated. The ques- 
tion remains, what, and in what terms, happened?”

James L. Capots, Jr.
158 1 Middle St
Columbiana, Ohio 44408

Sounds as though this Scientologist did succeed in shifting the 
gears of consciousness spnntaneously, once. The $64 question now is 
how to do it again, deliberately and at will? Perhaps some of you 
Associates can supply him with answers. Here is one from our latest 
Inner Circle Brochure, BSRA 10-P, where the Yada di Shi’ite was talking 
to Francis Ohm and Meade Layne and others, March 6, 1951:

”My friends, this out here is mind. not space. In telepathy 
nothing moves from this brain to that brain -- but is carried on by 
what you call induction. . , Suppose you had a friend living 10,000 
miles in this direction, and another living 10,000 miles in another 
direction. Each one, being sensitive to you, would pick up your thought 
Therefore it is evident that the thought is not in here (touching Markts 
head); it is out here (indicating space).

PRESSURE LOCKS US IN THE BODY
”Now the body is a sense organ stuck into your three-dimensional 

world, but the force that is operating it is in a four-dimensional - ■ 
world, or a greater dimensional world. Your seeing, hearing, smelling, 
tasting — all of this is feeling. It is done by what may be called 
pressure. pressure on the eyes, the ears, the taste buds in the mouth, 
etc. . . ” (BSRA 10-P, 8|xll mimeo, 46 pages, $1.25 post paid.)

This is the Brochure that contains so much practical Information - 
on communication between the two worlds. Three Associates who had re- 
cently passed on at that time in 1951, Twining, Edwards and Prof. Ryan, 
all came through to describe some of their experiences in death to the 
flesh and birth in the spirit. All were unanimous in the feeling of 
relief from the pressure of the physical.

EEMAK SCREENS
We1!! take up our review of Eeman’s ”Cooperative Healing” in the 

Aug-Sept Journal. We urge you to make and try out a pair of these 
Screens. If you cant make them, wefll supply a pair to you at the 
reasonable cost of $5 post and tax paid. The Screens re-channel the ■ 
vitality currents of the body (Etheric energy) toward a balanced, har- 
monious condition. We have found that emotional muscular tension is 
relieved in this way, giving some relief from ifpressure”f

Fürther experimentation with Etheric energies can be carried on 
by use of Carbon and Magnet, ViticJ Our Vitic Brochure, BSRA #11, 
discusses the theory and practice, 30 pages, illustrated, $1.00.
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FLY TNG.SAUCERS UNCEN SORED — The BSRA Director gives his latest, illus 
"" trated Flying Saucer talk for Fl^rance

Verrico’s Questers at the East-West Cultural Center, Säturday evening, 
July 16th, 8 p.m. , 2865 W Hinth St», Los Angeles, California. Donation 
For the first time we discuss at length the landing of UFOs at Edwards 
AFB, California early in 1954, the effect of this on certain scientist 
and the headlong search for anti-gravity which resulted, by Air Force 
and civilian research teams. Included also is BSRACs 4-D explanation 
of the UFOs and how they materialize in earthfs atmosphere, There are 
many new Saucer pix anssng the sixty slides shown during the talk. For 
thoseof you who cant attend, “Flying Saucers Uncensored“ is now in 
mimeo, illustrated, 8-|xll, post and tax paid. ......... $1.25

> ' i ■ j LETTERS OFA LIVING PEAD MAN — Thirteen radio dramas p 
i from the nationally famous (1915) Letters from the other ij 
| side of the Veil by Judge Hatch, adapted from the book by j| 
| your BSRA director. Iou’11 find that these heart-warming, j 
) highly dramatic, deeply spiritual stories contain the pro- j 
! found philosophy of the Masters of Wisdom in easily under- j 
j standable form, Read them for entertainment. Study them j 
{ for enlightenment. 95 pages, mimeo. ....... $2.50. j!
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